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PART II
There are conditions, products and practices in our schools which can and do
affect the health, behaviour, and performance of our school children and staff.
Progress is being made however.
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PROGRESS IS BEING MADE

• The Halifax District School Board now has a Dol-approved protocol for safe removal of

asbestos, including nine inch floor tiles.

• Safe cleaning of dirty (mouldy) ventilation systems would require similar Safe Work

Practices.
• Some Principals are asking maintenance crews to return in the summer to do potentially

hazardous work and are notifying parents of unavoidable work risks and precautions .
• Attempts are being made to stop structure leaks and remove mouldy materials such as

carpets. However, the need for strict Safe Work Practices for such work seems to be only partially

recognized.
• Recently, Halifax maintenance managemen t attended the N.5Construction Safety

Association's Safety Knowledge Course. This is a valuable course for upgrading Health and Safety
knowledge and practices for builders and maintenance companies. I would like to see this or a
similar course become a requirement for all maintenance/custodial managers and sub-
contractors working in our schools. • Standards and controls for lower

concentration chemical emissions including Volatile Organic Compound (VOH) hazards are
expected to be addressed in the new DoL Indoor Air Quality Legislation. This legislation is also

expected to require any business with twenty or more employees to have a written Health and
safety manual which includes pr otocols and practices for anything deemed hazardous by the
DoL (See pages 21, 31, 33, and 34 of Taking Responsibility,Proposed Changes to the Occupational

Health and Safety Act.)

SAVING OURSELVES
I have been surprised to learn that many people have not yet made the connection

between 'saving the earth' and ~aving ourselves: Even schools tha t are proud to have 'Green'
programs are not necessarily making the connection that people who are Chemically Sensitive or

have Environmental Illness are suffering from man-made contamination of the Earth. Environ-
mental Health Issues are part of the human component of Global Environmental Issues.
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AReport on Schools (continued)

OPTIONS FOR ACTION
Progress is being made, but there ismuch still to be done. If

you know of. or suspect a Health and Safety or Environmental Health
issue in your school. here are some options for action:

-Use the Department of Education's Indoor Air Quality
Committee's Bulletin on Indoor Air Quality (June, 1994)and accompany-
ing Protocol for Responding to Schoo/Indoor Air Quality Complaints.

-Start with your school's JOHSCin hopes that the problem can

be rectified quickly on site.The JOHSCis required to investigate all
complaints.

-Sorne schools have Environment committees (for recycling,
etc) and some have Environmental Health committees, often as part

of their PTA'Swho may also be of help.
-For more serious problems, contact your school board

member. The school board should also be notified in writing, but be
sure to state you would like it addressed by the appropriate
committee, or nothing may be done. Request a written reply by a

certain date, and send copies to all interested parties, including

MLA's,cleaning and main tenance company,JOHSC, PTA,and ask for
their assistance where appropriate. The JOHSCand/or School Board

should take action according to the Protocol mentioned above.
-In worst case scenarios, when immediate action is needed, it

may be necessary to 'red-flag' the incident This might mean calling in

the Health Inspectors or Department of labour to Stop Work and
possibly evacuate the area.

POLICY UPGRADE
As school boards are making arrangements to amalgamate,

now is a good time to request that upgraded health and safety

policies and procedures be included in the amalgama tion process.

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
lit is possible to make the schools environmentally safe for

our children. There are schools and scattered classrooms already
proving this in our province and elsewhere. If we are informed,
alert, and prepared to do the right things for the right reasons,
we can protect the well-being of our children and their teach-

ers.

FURTHER INFORMATION
l. TheHealthy School Handbook, Conquering the Sick

Building Syndrome and other hazards around your school. Norma L
Miller, EdD, NEA Professional library, Washington, 1995.

2. Accommodating the Needs of Students with Environ-
mental Sensitivities, an advocacy package from the AEHA Ottawa
Branch, Education Committee, P.O.Box33023, Nepean,Ont. KEC3Y9

3. Report of the Committee on Environmental Health,

Halifax District School Board, July 1994.

Please note: This report is not aproduct of the Committee
itself, but rather, a document released by a respected
citizen who has knowledge and concerns of
environmental health issues. Since this report was
written, the Halifax District School Board has taken steps
to address many of these kinds of health concerns such as
those written in the report. Environmental Health issues
are being addressed by the Board, and improvements
being made as quickly as budgets allow. Conrad LeBlanc
from the Maintenance Dept. of the School Board, sits on
the Environmental Health Committee..•............... - - ~· ~· ~:TheM ark e t p I ace:· ,~• Please note: the purpose of The Marketplace it to share .'

. la •• information with the readers, not to endorse any particu r 1

• I• product or company. "• •:---------------------------------------,
I•

• Ralph Nader and the Cancer Prevention Coalition have

: started an annual Dirty Dozen list of products which contain

• carcinogenic and toxic ingredients or contaminants. Nader•• says that the toxic ingredients don't need to be there. The US
• Food and Drug thinks that all these products are safe for•• normal use. The list included frankfurters, whole milk talcum .,

a
: powder, Cover Girl Replenishing Natural Finish make-up. Crest _

• Tartar Control toothpaste, Alberto VO-5 Conditioner (Essence :
: of Natural Henna), Clairol Nice 'n Easypermanent hair color, •

• A)'ax cleanser Zud Heavy Duty Cleanser, lysol Disinfectant :· '• Spray, Zodiac Cat and Dog Flea Collar, and Ortho Weed-B-Gon _
•: lawn Weed Killer. •...................... _ .
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Mold: Is it in Your House?
by Cory Galbraith

Preventative Measures Through Renovation

If you're planning to renovate, there are ways you can help

-duce the opportunities for mold growth. One way is to reduce
he sources of moisture. If you have to move an interior wall to

~~~~~~(lcrease the space in your kitchen, have your contractor ensure
~~~Ibi he inside of the wall has a 'vapor barrier; usually made from a

xilyethylene sheet, to prevent moisture damage in the walls.~~.e~~~Your basemen t should be checked for obvious moisture
f ;ources such as cracks in foundation walls and basement window

eaks. Iv10stbasements do not have obvious problems but still

oassa great deal of moisture through the concrete. eecause~~i~~~oundation drainage is hidden from view and expensive to repair,
t is often in poor shape. Proper drainage is critical for a dry
basement Moisture can come from many sources, primarily
people, (with showers, moking, and the laundry room.) It can

also come from surrounding soil. The more moisture, the hig her the

humidity level, and the greater the chance of mold growth. Relative

humidity above 70 per cent in summer and above 55 per cent in
winter are associated with moisture and condensation problems.

This article was given tow A.F.RA ...ith perm ission from
CMHC for wide release; b?1J t.Jw...tgh it focuses on mold in
housing, it applies to sdtools as ,,-ell.

If you've been ~~ a m_"S; sme in your house larely,if
someone in the far" -.as ~ een fi?Eilg mysteriously ill, or if you've
spotted warerst:;;"1S- )'0_ -:: -.a..ea mold problem in your house. A

recent survey bft'ea :n(2-.?(l.2fo...nd that 35 percentofCanadian
homes had ·ooca:.o-s vi2XC2SS',eaampness or mold. Iv10ldsare
microorganisms that C2:!X aoo encourage allergies, asthma and other
health proberns, J 'ok: 15usua ; ale result of excessive moisture or
humidity a~ can snow ~ virrua ~.anywhere, including bed
mattresses and 00.. ;g_:-ouses that are subject to floodinq or sewer
back-up car cctre orofessional expertise and extensive treatment
including tre Co....,;je·e removal of moisture damaged walls and

interior fi."isr.es_

Identifying Mold

Is - mold or is it dirt? If you suspect a mold
proble~ dab !he stain or mark with a chlorine bleach

soIutio~ maldng certain the area is weli-ventilated.lf the

colour is entirely or largely removed, the stain is likely
organic: and probably mold and it's time for a clean-up!

Cleaning Practices

If you're removing mold in your home, it's
extremely important to wear protective clothing, prirnarif
a face mask that effectively filters out dust, fibres and

particles. Iv10ldcan trigger a strong allergic response,
serious enough in some cases to require medical attention. To
decontaminate surfaces, use a five per cent solution of chlor ine

bleach or equivalent in water. Be sure the area is well ventilated.
For normal clean-ups to reduce the risk of mold, high-powered

cleaners that include volatile chemicals are not recommended since
they are ineffective in dealing with mold or are in themselves a risk to
human health. Use either baking soda or vinegar in water. When the

surface is greasy, dishwashing detergent should be used but the

surfaces rinsed off later. Any soap or detergent not entirely removed
during cleaning or rlnsinq can leave a Aim,which can later hold

further dirt. For stubborn areas, washing soda or borax can replace

baking soda and when vinegar is inadequa te,a solution of ammonia

and water can be used, but only in well-ventilated areas.

Vacuuming to Remove and Prevent Mold
When you use an ordinary vacuum cleaner, you may be

contributing to the distribution of mold. Because they do not collect
very fine particles that can get deep into the lung, they blow them

out through the exhaust into the indoor air. Also, scrubbing a carpet
can resuspend fine particles if done over-vigorously and carelessly.
Use a central vacuum cleaner tha t exhausts directly to the outdoors.

Vacuum cleaners with high-efficienc y particulate arresting (HEPA)
filters, used by some cleaning companies, can also be used safely,but
even in these cases, there is a certain way to clean. Carefully stroke in a
forward direction only, slightly lifting during the return stroke to
capture local dust in the air. All vacuuming will stir up dust to some
extent.

Moldy household products, including furnishings, that have
been wet or subjected to long periods of dampness, such as in a wet
basement or crawl space, should be discarded or decontaminated.
This is often the least expensive and time-consuming step, and the
best move for your health. If an item cannot be washed or dry-
cleaned, there may be no other way to solve the problem.

Warm Surfaces
Providing warm interior surfaces will help prevent condensa-

tion that can stimulate mold growth.This may involve adding
insulation to walls that are opened as part of a renov<ttion project

There may be the opportunity of insulating the bathtub during

bathroom renovations. Wherever possible, cracks and holes should be

sealed including those around electrical boxes and switches. Modifi-

cations like these not only reduce condensation, they also make your

home more comfortable and energy efficient. When air sealing your
home, provide adequate ventilation. This could range from quiet
bathroom or kitchen fans for wet areas, to a whole-house ventilation
system. For more information, consult the CMHC public ation 'Clean-
Up Procedures for Mold in Houses'(available for $3.00) P.O. Box 9315,

Station A,
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3K5W9 Tel:(902) 426-3530



r---------------------------------------~ewsletter for I
Parents

ODle kids ...
(perhaps even your kids) are

~.:.l.-rive.fidgety, irritable, aggres-
[srce. underactive, depressed, moody,
Ie~5;1y distracted, distracts others,
Icaa 'r concentrate, have inconsistent
[performance in speech, writing, co-
[ordination, have difficulty problem
[solving or miss too much
[school.. .

i<\
: I ~
l "J Sources of
Indoor Air
Pollution

Why?
Because many of them are unable to tolerate

continued exposure to common substances in their
everyday environment or surroundings, ie. home or
school. Often they don't even know it!

What can we do about
it?I •

We are all being asked to look carefully at how our
practices are affecting the people we care about most, and the
people we work and study with. One suggestion for schools is
a NO SCENT direction. Avoid perfumed detergents, fabric
softeners, hairsprays, perfumes, permanent markers, scented
markers, smelly erasers, scratch and sniff stickers. These types
of products are now known to be causing sensitivities in many
students. It is strongly recommended that we try to avoid their
use, especially in schools. The staff and parents of many
schools now realize a No Scents policy makes good sense! We
ask you to help in this No Scent effort to make breathing
easier for everyone.

I

Many sources of indoor air
pollution and contaminants are found
in schools as well as homes. Avoid-
ance of exposure to toxic substances is
recommended and these may include:
Scented products (perfumes, deodor-
ants, shampoos), Cleaning products,
Bactericides, fungicides and pesti-
cides, Petro chemicals including
exhaust fumes, Humidification sys-
tems, Humid and wet conditions,
IHeating and cooling systems, Older When you are shopping for new products for
IComputer terminals and printers, home use, or purchasing new school supplies for
IPhotocopy machines, Laminating A__ the next school year, you would be helping your
Imachines, Arts and craft supplies, /" I child and the others by avoiding scented products.
ITobacco Smoke and lor smoke 'v===l Perhaps the number of children who are being
Iladen clothing, molds and dust, affected by chemically laden products will be
ISynthetic materials (especially shorter next year ...thanks to you and all the others
Iclothing, carpeting,underpadding) . who care. Have a great summer!
L ~

Shopping for
School Supplies

1


